JANITORIAL / SANITATION

This selection of eyewear has been designed
for janitorial / sanitation tasks like:
• Facility maintenance
Today’s cleaning professional is exposed
to a growing number of hazards that
are unique to his or her job. Impact
has over 50 years of experience in
the Janitorial and Sanitation industry
designing and providing tools for the
cleaning professional to make their
jobs easier, safer, and better. ProGuard
Protective Eyewear keeps the cleaning
professional looking good while
working safely and compliantly.
Checkout our complete line of eyewear at proguard.impact-products.com

• Chemical dispensing
• Hard surface cleaning
• Removing trash
• Carpet care
• Floor maintenance
• High dusting
JANSVERT1506

CLASSIC

808 SERIES

820 SERIES

7320

8200100

The 808 Series chemical splash
goggle with indirect vents offers
protection for chemical mixing
and dispensing applications

The 820 Series offers a balance of
comfort and price. This utilitarian eyewear
is available in a variety of lens tints that
includes amber and blue. This makes them
ideal for a broad range of tasks within the
Jan/San industry.

FIT

821 SERIES 840 READER SERIES

880 SERIES

8217007

8401500

8501000

8805100

The 821 Series is offered in a smaller
size. (10% smaller than traditional
eyewear). These smaller sizes allow for
better fit and protection for individuals
with smaller facial structures.

The reality is that with an aging population
there is also an aging workforce. Removing
protective eyewear to utilize reading
glasses can create an injury hazard from
not wearing protective eyewear and can
lead to a failure to remember to put your
protective eyewear back on. The 840
readers allow for proper protection for
those requiring reading glasses.

The 850 Series is designed to offer
the best fit for a broad range of facial
structures. Built with UFX (Ultra Fit
Extreme) properties the 850 Series
is designed with multiple adjustment
points on the temples and nose
to ensure proper fit and coverage
for today’s diverse workforce.

The 880 Series was designed with a
gasket around the perimeter of the
lens for added protection for Spray and
Wipe applications. In addition to the
functionality, the 880 Series offers a high
stylized look. It’s a fact; if a user isn’t
comfortable with the way that protective
eyewear looks and feels they are less
likely to wear the issued protective
eyewear. It is also a fact that protective
eyewear must be worn to be effective.

840 SERIES

STYLE

850 SERIES

870 SERIES

870 SERIES

8406005

8701008

8708009

The 840 Series offers a popular camo
frame with a tinted lens. The 840 Series
is packaged with a lanyard to ensure your
safety glasses are always available.

With the breadth and scope of the job
requirement of the Jan/San professional,
many of these job tasks take the
user outdoors. The 870 Series offers
protection with the highest level of style.
Fashion ego will not get in the way of
wearing appropriate protective eyewear
with the stylish 870 series.

With the breadth and scope of the job
requirement of the Jan/San professional,
many of these job tasks take the
user outdoors. The 870 Series offers
protection with the highest level of style.
Fashion ego will not get in the way of
wearing appropriate protective eyewear
with the stylish 870 series.

